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Low-intensity Light Induces Vasomotion
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Abstract: To investigate the

mechanism

of light

800nm near-infrared line of irradiation. To keep the same

to the vascular ring

induced vasomotion, we studied vascular tension change
in normal buffer solution. The results showed that the
light induced vasocontraction may have been due to
thermal effect of the light, however, the vasorelaxation
was not caused by the thermogenesis. We conclude that

deposited energy

vasospasm.

the maximum vascular relaxation force: 1) guanylate
cyclase inhibitor: 1.0 X 10-5 mol/L methyleneblue (MB);

primary photochemical product, which is probably
nitric oxide originated from photodissociation of nitro
groups, may produce the vasorelaxation. This
preliminary investigation suggests that ultraviolet
irradiation may be available to treatment for
INTRODUCTION

In 1955, Furchgott reported that ultraviolet irradiation
induced the relaxation of precontracted strips of rabbit
aorta[1]. However, this phenomenon has not been
generally appreciated because of the lack of understanding
for the possible mechanism. A variety of pharmacological
agents has successfully aborted vasospasm which is a
severe arterial narrowing resulting from a transient increase
in arterial tone. Nevertheless, this physical effect on the
vessel would be applied as a novel therapy for vasospasm
because we could approach just the spastic artery using
optical fiber through catheter method.

To clarify the light induced

vasomotion, we
investigated vascular smooth muscle responses to light
irradiation and the enhanced photorelaxation by infusion of
several chemicals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The descending thoracic aorta was surgically extracted
from a male Wister rat (2509 - 3509), and cut into rings 3
mm in length. The vascular ring was sunk into a 10 ml
water jacketed chamber with Krebs-bicarbonate buffer, of

which temperature was kept to 37 "C and in which the
oxygen/carbon dioxide mixture (95/5Vo) was saturated. The
vascular ring was suspended between two metal hooks.
The upper metal hook was connected to a strain gauge.

After loading 1.00g resting tension, the ring
precontracted with 1.0 pmol/L norepinephrine.

was

We

irradiated the ring with the light described below during the
tension measurement.

Either an argon-ion (Ar) laser or a Ti:Sapphire laser
was employed for the light source. The laser light was
delivered through a silica glass fiber of which a core
diameter was 300 pm. The fiber output end was positioned
up to 0.5 mm from the adventitial surface with 0.4mm in
diameter by non-contact fashion. An irradiation period was
60 sec.

Effect of irradiated wavelength
In this study, four wavelengths were examined. The Ar
laser was for the 35lnm ultraviolet line and the 458,514nm
visible lines of irradiation. The Ti:Sapphire laser was for

regardless of

wavelengths, we controlled the irradiation intensity by the
calculation based on the Kubelka-Munk model. We

employed the data extracted from the absorption and
scattering spectra of aorta reported by Prince et al[2].

Modification of light induced vasorelaxation by
vasoactive agents
The time history of vascular relaxation force during the
351nm inadiation was measured 10 min after adding the
single agent described below to the buffer solution to obtain

2) nitric oxide synthetase inhibitors: 1.0 X 10-4 molll NGnitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME) and 1.0 X 10-4

mol/L NG-monomethyl-L-arginine (L-NMMA); 3) the
optical isomers of L-NMMA and L-NAME: 1.0 X 10-4
mol/L D-NMMA and 1.0 X 10-4 moVL D-NAME
respectively; and 4) vasodilating agent: 1.0 X 10-5 mol/L
sodium nitrite (NaNO2).
RESULTS
Effect of irradiated wavelength

Figure shows effect

of irradiated wavelength

on

vascular tension. We arranged three different absorbed

energies for each wavelength. The 35lnm irradiation
induced only vasorelaxation regardless of absorbed energy,
in contrast, the 800nm one produced only vasocontraction.
The vasorelaxation caused by the 35lnm was found even
when small absorbed energy. In the case of the 800nm,
however, sufficient vasocontraction did not occur unless the

ring was supplied large absorbed energy. The 458 and
514nm irradiation induced either relaxation or contraction.
Small and middle absorbed energy produced relaxarion,
whereas large one generated contraction.

Modification of light induced vasorelaxation

by

vasoactive agents

No vascular tension change was found in the case of
any single additional chemical agents to the buffer solution.

After the addition of MB, the 351nm light-induced

relaxation was significantly decreased ( 4g + 12 Vo, P< .05)
compared with the photorelaxation without adding any
agents. The rings in the buffer including L-NAME showed
enhanced relaxation(647 + 54 Vo, P< .01). However, when
L-NMMA was appended to the buffer,.the photorelaxation
was not enhanced, but rather reduced (83 t 13 Vo, not
significant). Enhanced light-induced relaxation was also
observed in the buffer treated with D-NAME (373 + 76 Vo,
P< .01), whereas the photorelaxation obtained in the DNMMA containing buffer was almost the same as that of

the control (106

*

6, not significant). The infusion of

sodium nitrite increased the photorelaxation (310 + 44

Vo,

P< .01).
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for the photochemical products[4].

The

generation of NO by ultraviolet inadiation of nitrite NO2-,
in aqueous solution has been studied by Zafiriou et al[S].

Sodium nitrite is separated into NO2- and sodium ion in
aqueous solution. Both L-NAME and D-NAME do not
contain NO2-, however they include an analog of NO2-,
nitro group (-NOZ ). The enhanced photorelaxation may

result from NO induced by photolysis of NO2- or -NO2
contained in these agents. On the other hand, since both LNMMA and D-NMMA do not include NO2- nor -NO2,

-.08

enhanced photorelaxation may not have been observed.

The photorelaxation without chemicals declined
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Figure. Effect of i rradiated vavelength

and

obsorbed energU on vascular tension

DISCUSSION

The present study showed that the irradiated vascular
sample tended to contract when we supplied large absorbed

energy. On the other hand, the occurrence of
vasorelaxation did not correlate with the absorbed energy,
rather, it correlated closely with wavelength. The absorbed
energy in the vascular ring almost changes in to heat. As
the vasocontraction grew according to the absorbed energy,
we think thermal effect is an important role in generating
the contraction. We are not able to account for the light
induced vasorelaxation with the thermogenesis. Because
the shorter wavelength induced more profound relaxation,
we suppose photochemical reaction is primary force driving
the vasorelaxation.
We demonstrated that the photorelaxation was reduced

by MB, which leads to the speculation that the light
induced-relaxation is mediated through the guanylate
cyclase. In our experiments, the photorelaxation did not
reduce after exposure to nitric oxide synthetase inhibitors.
These results suggest that nitric oxide synthetase in the
endothelium do not relate to the photorelaxation. This
explanation is supported by other report[3].
The present study indicated that the addition of either

L-NAME, D-NAME or sodium nitrite enhanced the
photorelaxation, but L-NMMA did not enhance it, neither
did D-NMMA. The enhanced photorelaxation after
addition of L-NAME or sodium nitrite was reported in
other paper[4]. If L-NAME inhibited the production of NO

suggest that the photoactivatable store is a compound
containing NO2-, -NO2 or nitrogen oxides (NOx). There
are several possible candidates for this compound,
including nitrosothiols, iron-sulfur complexes[3]. When the
arterial strip is irradiated, photolytic NO may generate from
these photoactivatable stores, and then vasorelaxation
occurs.
These results suggest that ultraviolet inadiation may be
a potential alternative therapy for cases with vasospasm.
Because the laser energy can be delivered through flexible
silica glass fibers through catheter, we would be able to
dilate even very small arteries without systemic side
effects.
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in the endothelium, we think the photorelaxation would not
have been enhanced in our experiment. Moreover, DNAME would not have had any effects on the arterial strips
because of an optical isomer. Even if L-NAME or DNAME was infused, the vascular tension did not change
without the light irradiation. However, when the arterial
enhanced

relaxation. We think that the light may directly act on these
chemicals and then some photochemical products may

relax the vessels. Nitric oxide may be one possible
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repeated exposure to light. This may be consistent with the
consumption of a stock of photoactivatable material[3]. We
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